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Exchange bias in ferromagnetic (F)/antiferromagnetic (AF) bilayers is a function of both the bulk

properties of the AF layer and the interfacial properties determining the effective interfacial

couplings between the F and AF layers. The distinction between bulk and interface can be clearly

revealed in blocking temperature distributions, where AF grain volume distribution results in a

high-temperature peak while disordered interfacial magnetic phases produce a low-temperature

contribution. However, the coupling conditions producing such bimodal blocking temperature

distributions remain to be specified. In this article, we use a granular model which accounts for the

disordered interfacial phases by considering small magnetic grains (SGs) with weaker anisotropy

and coupling with the F grains at the F/AF interface. The SG are included in the AF material. The

coupling conditions producing bimodal blocking temperature distributions were determined. Then,

using Monte Carlo simulations, these conditions were validated and the effect of interfacial F-SG

coupling on distributions was investigated. We next determined how the ratio between F-SG and

F-AF couplings could be used to estimate the surface coverage of the disordered interfacial phases

from experimental data. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4967829]

I. INTRODUCTION

Exchange bias refers to the magnetic exchange interac-

tions between ferromagnetic (F) and antiferromagnetic (AF)

materials in a F/AF bilayer. F/AF exchange biased bilayers

are used in spintronic devices to set the reference direction

determining the spin of conduction electrons.1,2 Exchange

bias is determined by numerous parameters such as the bulk

anisotropies, the bulk and interfacial exchange couplings,

and the grain volumes in polycrystalline films.1,2 In the AF

layer, two categories of magnetic phases are usually consid-

ered: bulk phases3–6 and interfacial phases with a certain

level of surface coverage.7–13 These phases have low freez-

ing temperatures due to magnetic frustration produced by

defects at the F/AF interface, and are also known as disor-

dered interfacial spins or low freezing temperature spins.

These interfacial phases can significantly affect the exchange

bias properties. At working temperatures for devices, they no

longer contribute to the exchange field.14

Experimentally, the magnetic phases in the AF layer are

accessible through several techniques, for example, they can

be deduced from thermoremanent studies down to low tem-

peratures.10 Although this method is appropriate for isolated

AF materials, it does not work for F/AF bilayers because the

signal from the F layer screens that of the disordered phases.

Another technique, x-ray magnetic dichroism, can measure

uncompensated AF spins in magnetic phases.9 However, it

requires large-scale facilities, and x-ray absorption by the

top layers in a stack may create difficulties. An alternative is

to measure blocking temperature distributions to identify

magnetic phases in the AF layer.5,8 This technique presents

no particular technical difficulties, and can be performed, for

example, using the stepwise procedure described by Soeya

et al.5 In this procedure, the sample is first field-cooled from

above the maximum blocking temperature down to 4K

under a positive field. This cooling causes the magnetic

phases of the AF layer in contact with the F layer to align in

the positive direction. Then, the sample’s temperature is

raised to an intermediate annealing temperature Ta, and the

sample is subsequently field-cooled under a negative field

down to 4K. This cooling step results in a negative reorien-

tation of the magnetic phases of the AF layer in contact with

the F layer, when the blocking temperature is lower than Ta.

Finally, a hysteresis loop is measured at 4K. These steps are

repeated for a range of Ta and the variation in the exchange

field, HE, with Ta and its derivative dHE/dTa are recorded.

Typical experimental results for Co(3 nm)/IrMn(7 nm)

bilayers15 have been reproduced in Fig. 1. Since the increase

in the exchange field with Ta is related to the negative repo-

larization of the magnetic phases of the AF layer in contact

with the F layer, the derivative dHE/dTa, is linked to the

blocking temperature distributions of these magnetic

phases.5,8 The volume distribution of grains in the AF bulk

phases in contact with the F layer gives rise to a high-

temperature peak; a low-temperature contribution is also

observed, which is attributed to the interfacial phases. The

relative contribution from the interfacial phases can be

extracted from the relative weights of the high- and low-

temperature contributions.14 However, the impact of the
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interfacial couplings on each contribution remains to be

determined.

From a theoretical point of view, it is not easy to

account for such double-peaked dHE/dTa. For example,

attempts were made to use a single effective F/AF coupling

which slowly decreases as the temperature increases.3

Unfortunately, this model produced a single peak. Recently,

a Monte Carlo investigation based on a granular model16

validated the hypothesis that less stable magnetic regions in

the AF layer, located at the F/AF interface, could be respon-

sible for the low-temperature peak of dHE/dTa and thus, the

bimodal distribution of blocking temperature, experimentally

observed.

In the present study, using a granular model, we, first,

analytically determined the interfacial coupling conditions

required to obtain a double-peaked derivative dHE/dTa.

These predictions were subsequently validated using Monte

Carlo simulations which are very suitable for simulating the

procedure described above.5 In addition, we discuss the rela-

tionship between the derivative dHE/dTa and the blocking

temperature distribution. We also indicate how our results

may be useful in refining how the relative amount of interfa-

cial magnetic phases can be determined from experimental

data.

II. MODEL AND SIMULATION

Our model bilayer (Fig. 2) consisted of one F layer and

one AF layer with the same microstructure since we assumed

columnar growth. For each layer, the granular microstructure

was generated by Voronoi tessellation17 in two-dimensions

and the resulting volume distribution was log-normal. The

average volume is (56.25� t) nm3 where t is the layer thick-

ness. The standard deviation r is about 0.43 and the median

grain size is (51.28� t) nm3. Smaller grains (SGs) with

reduced anisotropy compared to the bulk AF grains were

randomly spread over the F/AF interface within the AF

(Fig. 2). The surface coverage of these SG was expressed as

a percentage of the total surface, xSG. The SG account for the

magnetic phases with low freezing temperatures due to mag-

netic frustration produced by defects at the F/AF interface

(e.g., interlayer diffusion and stacking faults). Due to that,

the SG are not compositionally similar to the AF but show

deteriorated magnetic properties. Since the dimensions of

the grains are in the nanometer scale, every grain was

assumed to support a single magnetic domain that reverses

by uniform rotation. Thus, a unit vector, ri , represents the

magnetization orientation of each F grain, each SG and the

interfacial uncompensated magnetization orientation of

each bulk AF grain. Across the interface, each F grain was

coupled with one AF grain (JF-AF), or with one SG (JF-SG).

In addition, each SG was coupled with one AF grain below

(JAF-SG). In agreement with the literature, the AF grains

were not linked to each other,6,18,19 and nor were the SG.

In contrast, the F grains were coupled to each other (JF)

(Fig. 2). Uniaxial anisotropy along a common easy axis

(y-axis) in the plane of the layer was considered for all

grains, and a linear thermal dependence of the anisotropy

constants per unit volume Ki, was implemented.20 Thus, the

total energy of the system can be expressed as

E ¼ ÿ
X

hi;ji

Jij ri � rj ÿ
X

i

Ki Vi ðri � eyÞ
2 ÿ l0 H �

X

i2F;SG

mi;

FIG. 1. Experimental dependences of HE (top, the full lines result from

interpolation of the data), the derivative dHE/dTa (middle, from the interpo-

lation) and HC (bottom) on Ta for Co(3 nm)/IrMn(7 nm) bilayers (from

Ref. 15).

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the F/AF bilayer. The model considers

F and AF grains as well as smaller grains (SG) present at the F/AF interface.
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where Vi is the grain volume, mi is the magnetic moment of

the F grain or SG, and H is the field applied along the y-axis.

Next, the protocol described by Soeya et al.5 was simu-

lated using the Monte Carlo method.21,22 At each tempera-

ture (during the field-cooling) or at each value of the applied

field (during the hysteresis loop), n Monte Carlo steps are

performed, that is, each grain is visited n times (typically, n

is several thousand). At each visit, a magnetization reversal

trial with an acceptance rate equal to exp(ÿDE/(kBT)), where

DE is the energy barrier to overcome during reversal, is

made.16,23 Readers should remember that these energy bar-

riers mainly depend on the anisotropy and also on the local

field acting on the grain considered. In the Monte Carlo

method, the time unit is one Monte Carlo step.

Unfortunately, the physical time dt corresponding to one

Monte Carlo step is, in general, unknown. However, in our

particular case, it has been found that dt � 2s0
24 where s0 is

the prefactor in the expression of the relaxation time

s ¼ s0 e
KV
kBT . Consequently, the physical time corresponding to

n Monte Carlo steps is n dt � 2 n s0, which corresponds to

the measuring time tm.

To compare our results with available experimental

results,8,14,15 we used 5-nm-thick F and AF layers. Assuming

that the interfacial magnetic phases extended over 3–4

atomic planes, we set the thickness of the SG, tSG, to

1 nm,25,26 thus, reducing the thickness of the AF grains

located below them to 4 nm (see Fig. 2). Since the study was

based on Co/IrMn bilayers, the transition temperatures used

in the expression of the anisotropy constants20 were

TC¼ 1360K for the F grains (Co) and TN¼ 690K for the AF

grains (IrMn).1 The 0K anisotropy constant for the AF

grains was estimated to be K0
AF ¼ 9.8� 105 J mÿ3.27 We then

took K0
F ¼ 7.2� 104 J mÿ3 so that the intrinsic blocking tem-

perature would be 140K for a F grain of volume equal to the

average volume, �VF ¼ (7.5� 7.5� 5) nm3. The effective

anisotropy of the SG was assumed to be weaker than that of

the AF grains; we, therefore, arbitrarily set K0
SG to 0.3 K0

AF.

As a basis for further discussion, we calculated the intrinsic

blocking temperature distribution for the AF grains and SG,

that is, the blocking temperatures in the absence of coupling

and applied field. The intrinsic blocking temperature TB,int,

of a grain is defined by s(TB,int)¼ tm, where s ¼ s0 e
KV
kBT . The

intrinsic blocking temperatures of the AF grains and of the

SG can thus be written as

TB;int ¼
K V

kBln tm=s0ð Þ
;

where K¼KAF or KSG. Since, in our simulations, tm � 2 n

s0, we could calculate the intrinsic blocking temperature dis-

tribution of the grains from their volume distributions. These

distributions for n¼ 5.5� 103 are plotted in Fig. 3. The

intrinsic blocking temperatures of an AF grain of volume

equal to the average volume �VAF ¼ (7.5� 7.5� 5) nm3, and

a SG grain of volume equal to its average volume
�VSG ¼ (7.5� 7.5� 1) nm3, will be TAF

B;int ¼ 521.6K and

TSG
B;int ¼ 108.4K, respectively. Below, we will show that even

though the intrinsic blocking temperature distribution is

bimodal, it is not guaranteed that dHE/dTa, obtained from

Ref. 5 procedure, will have a double-peak, since this charac-

teristic depends on the degree of coupling between grains.

The effective interfacial coupling per unit area jF-AF, is

simply related to the exchange field in the case of an ideal F/

AF interface, that is, without SG. Here, jF-AF was chosen so

that the value of HE at 0K, when all AF grains are polarized

in the same direction, would be equal to 700 Oe, in agree-

ment with previous experimental studies15 (Fig. 1). We,

therefore, took jF-AF¼ 5� 10ÿ22 J nmÿ2. The actual cou-

plings per unit area, jF-SG and jAF-SG, are unknown.

However, jF-SG is assumed to be smaller than jF-AF. In addi-

tion, jF-SG and jAF-SG must be chosen such that: (i) the SG

should be partially repolarized toward the negative direction

when field-cooling is applied (the fraction of SG that will be

repolarized depends on Ta and on the field applied HFC) and

(ii) the coercive field should not vary with Ta, that is, with

the fraction of repolarized entities in contact with the F layer.

This second condition is required for the model to be consis-

tent with the experimental data5,8,15 (Fig. 1). Condition (i) is

fulfilled if and only if the local field (including the applied

field) acting on a SG is negative and smaller in absolute

value than the anisotropy field HSG
a ¼ 2KSG

l0 MSG
(MSG is the mag-

netization of a SG, MSG¼ 164 kA mÿ1¼MAF/8 to take into

account magnetic disorder such as interlayer diffusion and

stacking faults). Since the local field acting on a SG is the

sum of the field due to the F grain in contact HFÿSG ¼
JFÿSG

l0 MSG Vi
rF (with JF-SG> 0 and rF ¼ ÿey), the field due

to the AF grain in contact HAFÿSG ¼ JAFÿSG

l0 MSG Vi
rAF (with

JAF-SG> 0 and rAF ¼ ey), and HFC (Fig. 4(a)), this condition

can be written as

ÿHSG
a < ÿ

JFÿSG

l0 MSG Vi

þ
JAFÿSG

l0 MSG Vi

ÿ jHFCj < 0;

with Vi¼ Si tSG (Si is the surface of the SG). The condition

can be rewritten as

0 < jFÿSG ÿ jAFÿSG þ l0 MSG tSG jHFCj < 2KSGðTÞ tSG: (1)

Condition (ii) requires that the negatively repolarized SG

should not switch magnetization after the F grains have

FIG. 3. Intrinsic blocking temperature distributions for the SG and AF grains

calculated from the volume distribution simulated for N¼ 104 grains.
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reversed their magnetization from negative to positive orien-

tation during the hysteresis loops (right hand side of the hys-

teresis loop). Thus, the local field (including the applied

field) acting on a SG after the F grains have reversed (Fig.

4(b)) should be smaller than the anisotropy field HSG
a . This

condition can be written as

0 <
JFÿSG

l0 MSG Vi

þ
JAFÿSG

l0 MSG Vi

þ H < HSG
a ;

where H> 0 is the field applied during the hysteresis loop,

and thus

0 < jFÿSG þ jAFÿSG þ l0 MSG tSG H < 2KSGðTÞ tSG: (2)

It should be noted that this inequality is a necessary con-

dition, but the coercive field can vary if the F layer fails to

reverse by uniform rotation. Inequalities (1) and (2) are sum-

marized in Fig. 5. According to this diagram, only the condi-

tions represented in the green area (lower left corner) will

produce double-peaked dHE/dTa with a constant coercive

field as Ta varies (assuming uniform rotation of the F layer).

We remark that increasing the anisotropy constant of the SG

is equivalent to decreasing jF-SG and jAF-SG and to shifting

upward the blue long-dashed line and to shifting downward

the black full and the red short-dashed lines in Fig. 5.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To check whether in the conditions indicated, double-

peaked or single-peaked dHE/dTa will be produced, we con-

sidered three pairs of (reduced) couplings (jF-SG/(K
0
SG tSG),

jAF-SG/(K
0
SG tSG)): (1.8, 0.1) (blue area in Fig. 5); (0.2, 1.2)

(orange area in Fig. 5); and (0.2, 0.1) (green area in Fig. 5).

The simulated variation of HE vs. Ta was obtained from

the simulated hysteresis loops at 4K (not shown here). Then,

we numerically calculated the derivative of its interpolation.

The variation in HE and its derivative were plotted against Ta
for jF-SG/(K

0
SG tSG)¼ 1.8 and jAF-SG/(K

0
SG tSG)¼ 0.1, and jF-SG/

(K0
SG tSG)¼ 0.2 and jAF-SG/(K

0
SG tSG)¼ 1.2 (Fig. 6, left and

middle columns, respectively). In these figures, as expected,

there is no peak at low-temperature, even though SG are pre-

sent in large amounts (xSG¼ 75%) at the F/AF interface.

However, the reasons for the absence of a low-temperature

peak are not the same in the two different cases. Thus, in Fig.

6 (left column), there is no peak at low-temperature because,

due the strong jF-SG coupling, all SG are repolarized by the F

grains during field-cooling even for Ta¼ 4K. Therefore, even

if there is no visible peak at low-temperature, the exchange

field is affected by the SG at room temperature. The absence

of a low-temperature peak in Fig. 6 (middle column) is

because the SG cannot be repolarized while the AF grains are

not repolarized due to the strong jAF-SG coupling in this case.

In these conditions, the SG start to be repolarized only from

Ta¼ 270K. The contribution of the SG to the derivative dHE/

dTa is masked by the contribution of the AF grains, and the

exchange field at room temperature is not affected by the SG.

Thus, a double-peaked dHE/dTa is expected only for the

set jF-SG/(K
0
SG tSG)¼ 0.2 and jAF-SG/(K

0
SG tSG)¼ 0.1. The vari-

ation of HE and its derivative dHE/dTa in these conditions

is shown in Fig. 6 (right column). In agreement with the pre-

dictions from our analytical calculations, two contributions are

observed. In addition, the locations of the two peaks are in

good agreement with the intrinsic blocking temperature distri-

butions shown in Fig. 3, thus, confirming the validity of the

procedure. However, a slight shift of the low-temperature peak

toward lower than expected temperatures is observed due to

the JF-SG coupling which lowers the energy barrier for negative

repolarization of the SG. We will discuss the relative heights

of the two peaks below. In addition, the coercive field is inde-

pendent of Ta as in previous experimental work5,8,15 (Fig. 1).

The fraction of SG (xSG) at the interface needs to be

extracted from the area of the low-temperature peak of dHE/

dTa which is the quantity measured experimentally. To see

FIG. 4. Schematic representation of the F/AF bilayer during (a) field cooling

before negative reorientation of the SG and (b) the hysteresis loop at 4K

after reversal of the magnetization from negative to positive direction in the

F layer.

FIG. 5. dHE/dTa as a function of the reduced variables jF-SG/(K
0
SG tSG) and

jAF-SG/(K
0
SG tSG) (the black full line corresponds to a local field acting on a

SG equal to 0, the increasing red short-dashed line to a negative local field

acting on a SG whose absolute value is equal to the anisotropy field HSG
a ,

after negative repolarization of the F layer during field cooling, and the

decreasing blue long-dashed line to a local field acting on a SG equal to the

anisotropy field HSG
a , after reversal of the magnetization in the F layer during

the hysteresis loop). The green zone (lower left corner) represents the condi-

tions in which dHE/dTa will display a double peak.
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how this can be done, we investigated the effect of the jF-SG
coupling (jF-SG/(K

0
SG tSG)¼ 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4, that is, jF-SG/

jF-AF¼ 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2) on the derivative dHE/dTa for

xSG¼ 75% and jAF-SG/(K
0
SG tSG)¼ 0.1 (Fig. 7). From this rep-

resentation, it is clear that as jF-SG increases, the low- tem-

perature peak of the derivative related to the SG grows,

whereas the high-temperature peak (of the derivative) due to

the AF grains remains constant. If we define the quantity

D*¼ SL/(SHþ SL), where SL and SH are the surfaces of the

low- and high-temperature peaks, respectively (Fig. 7), we

obtain D*¼ 13%, 22%, and 35% for jF-SG/jF-AF¼ 0.05, 0.1,

and 0.2, respectively. It should be noted that, as jF-SG
increases, for the blocking temperature distribution, only a

small shift toward low temperatures and no growth of the

low-temperature peak is expected; the high-temperature

peak should be unaltered because the blocking temperatures

of the AF grains are not affected by jF-SG. The results pre-

sented above clearly indicate that the derivative dHE/dTa is

not proportional to the blocking temperature distribution.

To define how xSG, the quantity of interest, is related to

the experimentally measured D*, we calculated the expres-

sion of dHE/dTa assuming a uniform rotation of the F layer

(see Appendix A), and found

dHE Tað Þ

dTa
¼

2

l0 MF tF
xSG jFÿSG PSG Tað Þ½

þ 1ÿ xSGð Þ jFÿAF PAF Tað Þ�;

where MF is the magnetization of each F grain, tF is the

thickness of the F layer, and PSG and PAF are the normalized

blocking temperature distributions of the SG and AF grains,

respectively (
Ðþ1
0

PSGðTÞ dT ¼
Ðþ1
0

PAFðTÞ dT ¼ 1). The

surface fraction of the low-temperature contribution can

readily be obtained from the above expression of dHE/dTa
(see Appendix B), thus

D� ¼ ½xSG jFÿSG=jFÿAF� = ½1ÿ xSG þ xSG jFÿSG=jFÿAF�:

The variation in D� and its relationship with xSG for various

values of jF-SG/jF-AF is illustrated in Fig. 8. From this repre-

sentation, it is clear that D� is lower than xSG assuming

jF-SG< jF-AF, and this difference increases as jF-SG/jF-AF
decreases in agreement with the simulated D� values for

jF-SG/jF-AF¼ 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 (xSG¼ 75%) (Fig. 8). Note

that D� ¼ xSG only if jF-SG¼ jF-AF. This was to be expected

because in that case dHE/dTa is proportional to the blocking

temperature distribution.

IV. CONCLUSION

In the framework of a granular model, and using Monte

Carlo simulations, we specified some conditions on the

FIG. 6. Variation of HE vs. Ta, the full

line is an interpolation of the data (top

row), derivative dHE/dTa vs. Ta (mid-

dle row, from the data interpolation)

and variation of HC vs. Ta (bottom

row) for three pairs of (reduced)

couplings (jF-SG/(K
0
SG tSG), jAF-SG/

(K0
SG tSG)) and xSG¼ 75%.

FIG. 7. Derivative dHE/dTa calculated from HE vs. Ta for various intensities

of F-SG coupling, jF-SG/jF-AF¼ 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2, with xSG¼ 75% (SL and

SH correspond to the surfaces of the low- and high-temperature peaks).
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coupling intensity between small grains (SG) taking into

account less stable phases at a ferromagnetic (F)/antiferro-

magnetic (AF) interface and the F or AF grains, which

explain experimental results indicating a bimodal blocking

temperature distribution. In addition, in these conditions, the

coercive field is not dependent on the annealing temperature

as for experimental data. Importantly, at 0K these two cou-

plings must be approximately smaller or equal to the anisot-

ropy energy of the SG (K0
SG VSG). The surface coverage of

disordered magnetic phases at the interface can, on principle,

be extracted from experimental measurements using the pro-

tocol presented by Soeya et al.,5 but our model demonstrated

that this calculation requires the ratio between F-SG and F-

AF couplings to be known. Alternatively, this ratio can be

extracted from experimental data, on the condition that it is

possible to vary only the surface coverage of the SG without

affecting other parameters.
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APPENDIX A: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE
DERIVATIVE dHE/dTa AND THE BLOCKING
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

Let us consider the F/AF bilayer in Fig. 2 with a fraction

xSG of SG at the interface. Assuming that a fraction r of AF

grains in contact with the F layer and a fraction r0 of SG are

negatively repolarized, the average interfacial coupling per

unit surface is

jint ¼ ½ÿr ð1ÿ xSGÞ þ ð1ÿ rÞð1ÿ xSGÞ�jFÿAF

þ ½ÿr 0 xSG þ ð1ÿ r0 Þ xSG�jFÿSG

¼ ð1ÿ 2 rÞð1ÿ xSGÞjFÿAF þ ð1ÿ 2 r0 Þ xSGjFÿSG:

If the F layer reverses by uniform rotation, the exchange field

HE at 0K will be given by

l0 HEMFtF ¼ ð2 r ÿ 1Þð1ÿ xSGÞjFÿAF þ ð2 r0 ÿ 1Þ xSGjFÿSG;

(A1)

where MF is the magnetization of each F grain and tF is the

thickness of the F layer.

The derivative of the exchange field therefore becomes

l0 MF tF
dHE

dTa
¼ 2 1ÿ xSGð Þ jFÿAF

dr

dTa
þ xSG jFÿSG

dr0

dTa

� �

:

(A2)

The fractions r and r0 are related to the normalized blocking

temperature distributions for SG and AF grains in contact

with the F layer

r ¼

ðTa

0

PAFðTBÞ dTB; r 0 ¼

ðTa

0

PSGðTBÞ dTB;

with
Ðþ1
0

PSGðTÞ dT ¼
Ðþ1
0

PAFðTÞ dT ¼ 1. Consequently,
drðTaÞ
dTa

¼ PAFðTaÞ and
dr0ðTaÞ
dTa

¼ PSGðTaÞ.

Equation (A2) can therefore be rewritten as

dHE Tað Þ

dTa
¼

2

l0 MF tF
1ÿ xSGð Þ jFÿAF PAF Tað Þ

�

þ xSG jFÿSG PSG Tað Þ�;

and the derivative is proportional to the blocking temperature

distribution¼ (1 ÿ xSG) PAF(TB)þ xSG PSG(TB) only if jF-AF
¼ jF-SG.

APPENDIX B: EXPRESSION TO DETERMINE THE
SURFACE FRACTION OF THE LOW-TEMPERATURE

PEAK

The surface fraction, D*, of the low-temperature peak of

dHE/dTa is equal to SL/(SHþ SL) where SL¼HE(Ta¼ 200K)

ÿHE(Ta¼ 4K) and SHþ SL¼HE(Ta¼ 650K)ÿHE(Ta¼ 4K).

Assuming uniform rotation of the F layer, HE(Ta¼ 200K) can

be obtained from Equation (A1) in Appendix A, with r¼ 0

and r0 ¼ 1 (all SG are negatively repolarized, but the AF grains

in contact with the F layer are not), HE(Ta¼ 4K) can be

obtained with r¼ r0¼ 0 since all the entities in contact with the

F layer will be positively oriented, while HE(Ta¼ 650K) can

be obtained with r¼ r0 ¼ 1 since all the entities in contact with

the F layer will be negatively repolarized (this gives

HE(Ta¼ 650K)¼ÿHE(Ta¼ 4K)). In this case, D� is given by

D� ¼
xSG jFÿSG=jFÿAF

1ÿ xSG þ xSG jFÿSG=jFÿAF
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